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Value Proposition:
JSG Investing and the iUSA ETF

iUSA is the first product dedicated to our JSG impact strategy.  Amberwave is 
creating a JSG ecosystem designed to influence corporations and the economy to 
benefit all Americans.

Impact Investing for America

Enjoy broad sector diversification approximating key macro and exposures of the S&P 
500, while targeting stock-specific outperformance driven by JSG factors.

Influence corporate behavior to benefit communities across America by demonstrating 
that investors demand companies incorporate JSG principles into decisions, just like 
the Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) movement is doing.

Express your values in your portfolio by investing in companies that improve the lives 
of all Americans through our proprietary, data-driven Jobs, Security and Growth (JSG) 
investment strategy.
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Team
Amberwave Partners is led by three senior alumni of the U.S. Treasury Department, who 
most recently assisted with implementing over $3 trillion in fiscal support in response to 
COVID-19, helping avoid a Depression.  Our credentials implementing JSG policies are 
unique, and we have decades of combined experience in finance.

30 years global investing experience across public and alternative markets at Merrill Lynch, 
Allen & Company, Evercore Partners and Grand River Capital. Former Counselor to the Under 
Secretary for International Affairs, U.S. Treasury. Oversaw multiple national security initiatives, 
including U.S. Greenland Strategy. BA, Brown; Fellow, Harvard.

Thomas Emanuel Dans, CFA

Former Goldman Sachs investment banking.  Former Senior Advisor for International Affairs, 
U.S. Treasury.  Oversaw more than $60 billion in loans and other financial transactions as 
part of the rescue of the aviation industry.  BA, Yale; JD, NYU Law.

Dan Katz

Ten years’ experience in hedge funds and asset management. Track record of successful 
investing in multiple asset classes and regions. Former Senior Advisor for Economic Policy, 
U.S. Treasury. Assisted with planning, implementing and evaluating fiscal support to the 
economy. PhD in economics, Harvard; BA, Boston University.

Stephen Miran, PhD
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iUSA Overview

We are creating a values-based investing 
ecosystem designed to influence the U.S. 
economy for the benefit of all American 
workers and communities.

Introduction to Values-Based Investing and ESG

JSG Investing: Jobs, Security, Growth

iUSA Portfolio Construction
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JSG
A new impact investing strategy designed to 
benefit American communities and investors.

JOBS. SECURITY. GROWTH.

We believe JSG practices are good for society, good 
for business, and good for long-term financial returns.

Jobs.  We invest in companies that contribute to the health of the U.S. labor 
market and the existence of economic opportunity for all Americans.

Security.  We invest in companies that further U.S. national security interests, 
including those that contribute to important national interests like technology, 
data, supply chains, energy, or the military, increasing economic sustainability.

Growth.  We invest in companies that increase the healthy growth capacity of the 
United States, particularly by investing in their businesses and technologies in 
ways that help create broad-based prosperity and a healthy society.
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Impact Investing Movement Has Grown Dramatically, Led by 
the Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Movement

Impact investing has grown tremendously:
ESG alone has grown to $38 trillion of assets globally, comprising one-fourth of all U.S. inflows to 
mutual funds.

Expected to grow to $50 trillion by 2025 with industry expectations of nearly $1 trillion flows into 
ESG ETFs alone.

Institutional investors compel corporate behavior:
Companies compete for high ESG scores to attract ESG inflows.
Larger allocations from investors (debt & equity) lower the cost of capital, making it cheaper for 
firms to undertake ESG activities.

Source: Bloomberg IntelligenceFixed Income FlowsTotal Flows Equity FlowsTotal AUM

2015 - 2020 2020-2025
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https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/blog/esg-assets-may-hit-53-trillion-by-2025-a-third-of-global-aum/


We Believe JSG Is Good for 
Portfolios and American 
Communities, potentially delivering:

We believe:

Sustainable Cash Flows

Higher Quality Cash Flows

Resilient Cash Flows

Companies that invest in their workers produce goods and services 
more sustainably and have the ability to expand.

Jobs are impact

Companies that invest in the security of their supply chains and 
information technology, and that minimize exposure to threats, will 
perform better and more sustainably during shocks.

Security is impact

Companies that make productive capital investments and innovate to 
keep us on the technological frontier will experience higher quality 
long-term earnings growth.

Growth is impact
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Academic research shows companies that 
invest in their workforce deliver significant 
alpha.

The benchmark study in this literature finds 
that the companies that invested most in their 
workers generated 2.3% to 3.8% of alpha per 
year over their peers.

Investment 
Strategy:
Jobs

The most jobs-supportive companies outperformed their peers, 
whether peers are determined by industry or other firm characteristics.

Performance of $1000 initial Investment

Source: Boustanifar and Kang (2021)  The one hundred best companies to work at are based on employees’ ratings of compensation, 
opportunities, benefits, communication, and camaraderie, as published by the Great Place to Work Institute. Results reflect monthly 
performance of an  equal-weighted portfolio of 100 companies, from April, 1984 to December, 2020. The Characteristics-matched 
peer portfolio is formed using factor returns to size, value and momentum, matched to the characteristics of the BC portfolio.  The 
Industry-matched peer portfolio uses monthly industry returns from the Fama-French 49-industry classification, matching industry 
weights to the BC portfolio.
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3933687
http://faculty.london.edu/aedmans/Rowe.pdf
http://www.growthepie.net/


There is extensive academic work relating supply chain vulnerabilities to stock 
underperformance and production loss.

Negative market shocks can ripple through the supply chain, causing production 
delays and demand disruptions.

The more globalized a supply chain, the wider the universe of possible shocks.

We believe companies that invest in their supply chain security and prepare for 
exogenous shocks will outperform their peers over time.

Investment 
Strategy:
Security

Source: Zhang (2021)

US supply chains are more exposed to external 
factors than other countries’ supply chains

Note: Each dot represents a country-industry. Size of dot 
corresponds to economic importance, and distance between two 
linked dots to size of economic relationship between the two dots.

-Wall Street Journal, Nov. 1, 2021

“With the machinery of international trade slowed, business leaders are ditching, at least temporarily, overseas partners and the 
conventional wisdom of the global economy in favor of reliability, even if it costs more.

Some are moving workers and production facilities closer to home and relocating plants closer to suppliers. Others are buying their suppliers 
or bringing former contract work in-house.”
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0925527321000918
https://doi.org/10.3386/w27055
http://chain
https://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/publication-and-research/research/research-memorandums/2019/RM08-2019.pdf
https://repec.cepr.org/repec/cpr/ceprdp/DP14511.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0148619520304185
https://direct.mit.edu/rest/article-abstract/101/1/60/58658/Input-Linkages-and-the-Transmission-of-Shocks-Firm?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://www.wsj.com/articles/pandemic-rewrites-ceo-rulebookputting-reliability-before-efficiency-11635779679?st=niul7zhtpio6x2w&reflink=article_gmail_share6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supply-chain-issues-car-chip-shortage-covid-manufacturing-global-economy-11633713877?mod=article_inline
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supply-chain-crisis-fuels-latest-retreat-from-globalization-11634741616?mod=article_inline


Investment 
Strategy:
Security

More secure 
supply chains

Government 
support

Insulated from 
foreign 

government 
influence

Made in the USA 
goodwill

Faster delivery 
times

Secular 
Reshoring 

Trends

New York Times, November 17,2021

“Many states and cities in America are starting to see a silver lining: the 
possibility that efforts to sharply increase chip production in the United 
States will lead to a busy chip factory in their backyard. And they are racing 
to get a piece of the potential boom.

One of those towns is Taylor, a Texas city of about 17,000 about a 40-minute 
drive northeast of Austin. Leaders here are pulling out all the stops to get a 
$17 billion Samsung plant that the company plans to build in the United 
States starting early next year.

The city, its school district and the county plan to offer Samsung hundreds of 
millions of dollars in financial incentives, including tax rebates. The 
community also has arranged for water to be piped in from an adjacent 
county to be used by the plant.”

There is bipartisan consensus for reshoring of supply chains to 
reduce our vulnerabilities and improve competitiveness.

Corporations are increasingly recognizing the risks of dispersed 
supply chains, particularly as a result of foreign government 
crackdowns, like in China.

We expect companies engaging in reshoring to take advantage of 
these trends and deliver outperformance in the coming years.

(Continued)
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https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/17/technology/samsung-semiconductor-chip-production.html?action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article


Investment 
Strategy:
Growth
Investment and innovation are critically important to cementing America’s place as the 
technological leader of the world.  We believe companies in strategically key industries 
like semiconductors will see outsized government support and attention as a result of 
the bipartisan recognition of the need for increased industrial policy.

Innovation and competitiveness are tightly linked to relative outperformance.  Economic 
theory, as well as abundant empirical evidence, links innovation to superior equity 
performance as it drives economic growth.  Additionally, we believe anticompetitive 
behavior will be a drag on performance given the emerging bipartisan consensus that 
consolidation in critical industries has been harmful for many Americans.

Finally, we believe firms investing in communities that historically have received 
relatively less investment are poised to take advantage of increased infrastructure 
spending and future industrial policy, both of which are likely to disproportionately 
accrue to these communities.
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https://nbloom.people.stanford.edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj4746/f/patentsrealoptions.pdf
https://escholarship.org/content/qt0cs6v2w7/qt0cs6v2w7.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0304405X15001750
https://books.google.com/books?hl=en&lr=&id=B9vxCwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PR7&dq=aghion+howitt&ots=9q0rHNpC5O&sig=OtMfg6FXGVfw2ROVrMfqH6lMJSc#v=onepage&q=aghion%20howitt&f=false


Buy America Build America Invest in America

JSG Scoring and

Portfolio Construction



iUSA: A Jobs, Security 
and Growth ETF
Amberwave has evaluated all S&P 500 constituents for their JSG 
contributions and engineered an investment product designed to 
invest only in companies that share JSG values while delivering 
the financial performance of a broadly diversified portfolio:

Disclosure: Diversification does not ensure a profit or guarantee against a loss.

● ETF that invests in 100 of the highest JSG scoring companies out of the S&P 
500 constituents, as determined by our proprietary scoring methodology.

● Portfolio allocations engineered to isolate JSG outperformance while seeking 
to preserve the beta of a broadly diversified portfolio.

● The investment objective of the Amberwave Invest USA JSG Fund is to seek to 
provide long-term capital appreciation.
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iUSA Investment Thesis

Portfolio construction algorithm 
designed to deliver broad diversification 
with only 20% of the overall S&P 500 
Index.  Sectors are weighted to match 
overall S&P 500 sector exposure, 
ensuring iUSA’s allocation reflects the 
market as a whole.

Within-sector security selection on JSG 
criteria designed to deliver on both 
principles and performance

A JSG vehicle expected to replace diversified large cap equity holdings
 and deliver JSG-specific returns
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Our Proprietary JSG Scoring Methodology

JOBS (50% weight)

Mission Statement

Fulfill the American Dream 
by creating opportunity 
through a healthy labor 
market.

Improve the U.S.’s ability to 
respond to a range of 
threats, including foreign 
adversaries, natural 
disasters, and other 
exogenous shocks.

Raise long-term potential 
GDP by investing in the 
economy in a way that 
raises productivity and 
supports broad-based 
prosperity.

SECURITY (25% weight) GROWTH (25% weight)

For detailed scoring examples, please visit our website

● Scoring methodology developed by economic and security policy professionals with the objective of rewarding 
corporate behavior that improves the lives of Americans and penalizing behavior that makes Americans poorer and/or 
less secure

● Holistic analysis designed to accurately rank companies’ contributions to JSG
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https://www.jsgfunds.com/how-jsg-scoring-works/


Jobs Scoring Criteria Select Examples

Factor #1

Pace of job creation 
● Employee growth rate rather than aggregate jobs to compare across 

companies

● Multi-year time horizon to appropriately capture longer-term trends

Positive Corporate Actions:
● Strong hiring pace relative to overall employment levels

● History of job creation through economic cycles to ensure long-term 
labor market contribution 

● Jobs created in economically-distressed areas, particularly in areas 
that may have relatively less economic opportunity

● Hiring of recent graduates, U.S. military veterans, and other social 
groups with relatively more difficulty entering the labor marketFactor #2

Importance of jobs to the overall labor market
● Skill level of jobs created, with focus on jobs across the skill 

spectrum

● Geographic distribution of jobs, rewarding jobs created in 
disadvantaged communities

Factor #3

Workforce treatment
● Compensation and benefit practices

● Employee satisfaction

● Training and advancement opportunities

Negative Corporate Actions:
● High proportion of foreign labor relative to U.S. revenues and other 

financial metrics, indicating reliance on profit generation through 
substituting foreign labor for U.S. labor

● Poor disclosure on employment levels and nature of employment 
arrangements including pay levels, benefits, and other measures of 
employee compensation

Factor #4

International labor distribution
● Pace of U.S. job growth relative to international job growth and 

proportion of business in the U.S.

● Ensure that financial model is not being driven by substituting 
cheaper foreign labor for domestic labor

Jobs Scoring Methodology 50% Overall 
Weighting
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Security Scoring Criteria Select Examples

Factor #1

Contribution to U.S. supply chain resilience
● Role of products and services in ensuring continued functioning of 

the U.S. economy in the event of international crises, such as a war, 
pandemic, or other exogenous shocks

Positive Corporate Actions:
● Supply chain proved resilient through pandemic-related disruptions

● Strong cybersecurity record and policies

● Domestic manufacturing capacity and other capabilities that allow it 
to continue operating in the U.S. in the event of international 
disruption

● Conducts business with the U.S. government, especially national 
security agencies

● Supports U.S. energy independence 

● If company does have foreign footprints, they are primarily in 
countries allied with the U.S, not in strategic rivals

Factor #2

Role addressing emerging threats to U.S. security
● Contribution to U.S. resilience from emerging threats, particularly 

cyber attacks
● Company’s own security practices, including preventing industrial 

theft and espionage

Factor #3

U.S. resource and energy independence
● Domestic production and sourcing of key raw materials and industrial 

inputs, including energy
● Focus on all strategically critical sectors including agriculture and 

semiconductors

Factor #4

Engagement with the U.S. government on national security 
issues
● Demonstrated history of engaging with the U.S. government on 

priority issues that result in furtherance of U.S. national security 
objectives

Negative Corporate Actions:
● Disclosure or general communications undermine U.S. security 

interests 

● Refuses to do business with the U.S. military

● Public statements are excessively accommodative towards U.S. 
strategic rivals like China

● History of significant cyber breaches or other security failures
Factor #5

International posture and dealings with foreign governments
● Lack of inappropriate collaboration with strategic competitors to the 

detriment of the U.S.

Security Scoring Methodology 25% Overall 
Weighting
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Growth Scoring Criteria Select Examples

Factor #1

Level of investment in the U.S.
● Proportion of capital expenditures and other investment in the U.S. 

versus other jurisdictions

Positive Corporate Actions:
● Robust U.S. investment program resulting in productivity gains 

expected to drive long term growth 

● High degree of concentration on priority industries and 
technologies that are likely targets for future industrial support.

● Operations broadly distributed to ensure growth reaches 
relatively-underserved communities

Factor #2

Contribution to long term productivity growth
● Operating in specific industries that are likely to drive technological 

innovation and productivity growth over time

● Present in industries that are also likely to receive outsized 
government support as a result of a bipartisan consensus for 
industrial policy

Factor #3

Distributional impact of operations
● Geographic location of investments and other growth-drivers, with a 

focus on ensuring broad-based distribution of wealth and income 
gains

Negative Corporate Actions:
● Capital programs favor investment in foreign jurisdictions

● Engages in monopolistic and anticompetitive behavior

● Suppresses speech or other legitimate political activity

● History of inversions or other corporate maneuvers designed to 
erode the U.S. tax base

Factor #4

Non-core commercial activities
● Competitive practices

● Impact on engagement in the U.S. political system

Growth Scoring Methodology 25% Overall 
Weighting
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● “The trillion-dollar infrastructure bill will fuel inflation,” Wall Street Journal, August 8, 2021.
● “The inflation tax on capital,”  Wall Street Journal, July 18, 2021.
● “Time for another round of PPP,”  Wall Street Journal, December 17, 2020.
● “The job-preservation effects of Paycheck Protection Program loans,” Treasury Economic

Policy Working Paper 2020-01, December 16, 2020.

● “Where did all that IMF COVID money go?” Wall Street Journal, November 30, 2021 (with DJ 
Nordquist).

● “The wine market is bubbling.  Why inflation may be here to stay,” Barron’s, October 13, 2021.
● “Central banks are risking their independence,”  Bloomberg, August 23, 2021 (with Lord Mervyn 

King).
● “Airlines don’t need to be saved by taxpayers again,”  Bloomberg, April 12, 2021.

● “The U.S. could fall further behind in the Arctic,”  The Hill, Oct 1, 2021.

Amberwave Team
Thought Leadership
Steve Miran

Dan Katz

Thomas Dans
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/bipartisan-infrastructure-bill-inflation-stimulus-biden-automobile-regulations-american-rescue-plan-11628447581?mod=opinion_lead_pos7
https://www.wsj.com/articles/joe-biden-capital-gains-tax-hike-inflation-investment-11626639335
https://www.wsj.com/articles/time-for-a-second-round-of-ppp-11608247577
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/226/Job-Preservation-Effects-Paycheck-Protection-Program-Loans.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/where-did-that-imf-covid-cash-go-special-drawing-rights-11638223617?mod=opinion_lead_pos5
https://www.barrons.com/articles/wine-prices-inflation-two-buck-chuck-51634067222?refsec=commentary
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2021-08-23/central-banks-are-risking-their-independence-mervyn-king-dan-katz
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2021-04-12/airlines-pandemic-aid-shouldn-t-burden-taxpayers-any-longer
https://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/574568-under-biden-the-us-could-fall-further-behind-in-the-arctic


Disclosures

This presentation was made for informational purposes only, and is not intended to be an offer or solicitation for the purchase sale of 
any security, or a recommendation or endorsement of any security or issuer.

Investors should consider the investment objective, risks, and charges and expenses of the Fund(s) before investing.  The prospectus 
contains this and other information about the Fund(s) and should be read carefully before investing.  The prospectus may be 
downloaded at https://www.jsgfunds.com/iusa-etf/ under Fund Documents, or by calling 888-926-1931.

The iUSA ETF is distributed by Northern Lights Distributors, LLC, Member FINRA/SIPC.  Amberwave Partners is not affiliated with Northern Lights Distributors, LLC.

Amberwave Partners selects securities based on applying its proprietary methodology.  Securities are subject to transaction, custodial and other fees, which decrease 
shareholder returns.  Investing in the stock market involves gains and losses and may not be suitable for all investors.  The portfolio risk management process includes an 
effort to monitor and manage risk but does not imply low risk.

All investments involve risk, including loss of principal, and there is no guarantee that investment objectives will be met.  It is important to review your investment 
objectives, risk tolerance and liquidity needs before choosing an investment style or manager.  Equity investments are subject generally to market, market sector, market 
liquidity, issuer, and investment style risks, among other factors to varying degrees.

Any projections or other estimates in this presentation, including estimates of returns, performance or interest rates, are forward-looking statements and are based upon 
certain assumptions.  Other events, which were not taken into account, may occur and may significantly affect performance.  Any assumptions should not be construed to 
be indicative of the actual events that will occur.  Actual events are difficult to predict and may depend upon factors that are beyond the control of Amberwave Partners.  
Certain assumptions have been made to simplify the presentation and, accordingly, actual results will differ, and may differ significantly, from those presented.
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Disclosures

Any projections or other estimates in this presentation, including estimates of returns, performance or interest rates, are forward-looking statements and are based upon 
certain assumptions.  Other events, which were not taken into account, may occur and may significantly affect performance.  Any assumptions should not be construed to 
be indicative of the actual events that will occur.  Actual events are difficult to predict and may depend upon factors that are beyond the control of Amberwave Partners.  
Certain assumptions have been made to simplify the presentation and, accordingly, actual results will differ, and may differ significantly, from those presented.

This presentation contains information derived from third party sources.  Although Amberwave Partners believes these sources to be reliable, it makes no representations 
as to the accuracy of any information prepared by any unaffiliated third party incorporated herein, and takes no responsibility, therefore.  Information presented herein is 
subject to change without notice and should not be considered as a solicitation to buy or sell any security.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.  Indices are unmanaged, do not reflect fees and expenses, and are not available for direct investment. 

The Fund is actively managed, and as securities are selected via the Adviser’s proprietary methodology, Fund performance may deviate from index performance.

Definitions.  “Beta” refers to the coefficient on the returns from the S&P 500 when returns of another asset are regressed on returns from the S&P 500, per a standard 
capital asset pricing model.  “Alpha” refers to the intercept from such a regression.  “BDS” refers to the movement to boycott, divest from, and sanction Israel.
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Thank 
You

Impact investing.  Redefined.


